Give Your Students The Skills To
Create Success From Their Untapped Potential Within & Transform
Your School Or College Into Peak Performers.
Successfully completing high school or college takes more than a high IQ, a full scholarship or dedication. It takes self-belief,
emotional intelligence and an unshakable faith in their ability to succeed. Something the majority of young people today are
sadly lacking.
Even your most confident students, leaders and athletes have self-limiting beliefs holding them back from achieving what they
are truly capable of.
With college drop out rates on the rise, isn’t it time you brought in Kathryn to reverse those scary stats once and for all?
Kathryn has been empowering young people for over three decades. Give your student’s the gift of working with her and she’ll
knock their socks off with her truly empowering programs that will show them how to tap into their true potential.

T E S T I M O N I A L S
Kathryn was truly engaging and captivated her audience at all levels. Her
message was thorough and her style was dynamic. As well as her Keynote
Address, Kathryn also ran an energized hands on workshop to give the
students practical tools and techniques to use in their lives. As I talked with
the students at the conclusion of the convention, the speaker that they most
quoted and referred to was Kathryn. I have worked with adolescents for the
past 35 yrs and highly recommend Kathryn for your conference.
Tim Hawkins, Chair Youth Convention, National Speakers Association
Just a brief not to thanks for the Exceptional job you did with our Hogan’s
Students. Your workshop on Emotional Intelligence was mentioned by all as
one of the best experiences they encountered during the term.
You would be interested too, to know that you were mentioned by many of
them as one of the most outstanding leaders of the semester. They particu-larly like your candor and how you demonstrated concern for each of them.
They saw you as authentic and someone they felt comfortable following.
Hopefully we’ll be able to convince you to come back. Aloha.
John Webster, Director Hogan Entrepreneurial Program,
Chaminade University
Kathryn approached our school this year with an offer we could not refuse- to
boost the confidence and self- belief of our students as they begin their final
year at Roseville College. Young people so often sabotage their potential
success through negative self-talk. In her session with our girls she revealed
how to relegate this for good. Her presentation was highly inter-active and
very memorable and our girls found it powerful. The girls responding with the
flowing comments: ‘inspiring’; ‘interesting and informative’; ‘encouraging’;
‘useful and applicable to everyday life’; ‘positive and motivating presenter’
I would heartily recommend Kathryn as a vibrant and inspiring speaker and a
most effective communicator.
Grace Stone, Director of Student Development
and Wellbeing Roseville College

F E A T U R E D

P R E S E N T A T I O N S

Kathryn will happily customize a program to suit your specific needs, however these are the three presentations that she’s
often asked to present.

REMEMBER WHO YOU WERE BEFORE THE WORLD TOLD YOU WHO YOU SHOULD BE
No era before you has had more pressure to look a particular way, dress a particular way, or act a particular way….. than yours.
You’re constantly being bombarded by images 24/7; in magazines on TV and social media. There’s no escaping it. And its having
a devastating effect on your self esteem. The only way to stop that incredibly destructive impact is to…. remember who you
were…… before the world told you who you should be. In this presentation Kathryn will teach them to see the world through their
own eyes, instead of through the lens of the media and society as a whole.
TAKE AWAYS:
Participants will learn:
How to reconnect with their true selves.
How to set their own emotional compass for how they approach their life.
How to Become their #1 Fan so they no longer need validation from other’s that their
“good enough/clever enough/attractive enough” etc...
To only surround themselves with people who genuinely care about them.
How special they are and that the world is waiting for them to share their uniqie gifts.

THE RESILIENCE TRAIN - How to Ride the Road Bumps of Life
Anything worth achieving in life is going to come with its setbacks, challenges and obstacles. Achieving a goal is never a linear
process. How we deal with those set backs will determine whether we’ll eventually achieve our goal and lead a happy and
fulfilled life or not.
In this presentation Kathryn will share several deeply personal stories including how she rebuilt her life after suffering from a
nervous breakdown and feeling suicidal in her early thirties. Along with numerous tools to use when life doesn’t go according to
plan.
TAKE AWAYS:
Participants will learn:
Setbacks are inevitable; in fact a necessary step in the path to achieving your goals.
How to view setbacks and work your way through them.
Your past does not have to dictate your future.
To only surround yourself with people who genuinely care about you.

EXCEPTIONAL THINKING IS THE KEY TO EXCEPTIONAL RESULTS
Creating exceptional results all starts with developing an Exceptional Thinking Mindset.
As tiny babies we had no pre-conceived ideas of what we were capable of, or not capable of. We approached each day with joy,
curiosity, positive anticipation and self belief. Unfortunately that all changed by the time we reached the age of two when we
received our first negative feedback. And from there it was a downward spiral.
In this presentation Kathryn will share with her audience how to hit the re-set button so they can tap into their true potential.
She’ll teach them how to create new neural pathways in their brain and take control of the thoughts, beliefs and behaviors
required to create exceptional results.
TAKE AWAYS:
Students will learn how to:
Create new neural pathways in their brain.
Re-program their negative selftalk and turn it into a cheer squad.
Let go and learn from past disappointments.
Break free of the negative boxes and labels society has put them in.
Take control of their thoughts, beliefs and behaviors so they can get busy creating exceptional results in their lives.
AS SEEN ON:

Book Kathryn Orford to Empower Your Youth

Call: (424) 533-3136 or kathryn@kathrynorford.com

10 Reasons to Hire Kathryn Orford
to Empower Your Youth
1.

You want an experienced pro to make a REAL IMPACT on your youth.
Kathryn has spent the majority of her adult life teaching young people
to believe in themselves and make their goals a reality. She has former
clients scattered all around the globe doing what they love and achieving goals they’d only previously dreamt of.

2.

You want a recognized expert in the field of personal development.
Kathryn’s International Best Selling book “Become your #1 Fan ~ How
to Silence your Inner Critic and Life the Life of your Dreams made #1 in
5 categories on Amazon and Kathryn has been interviewed on every
major television network across the US

3.

You want a highly customized presentation or workshop that
addresses issues currently facing your youth.
While Kathryn’s underlying message is all about the four S’s: Self-Esteem, Self-Worth, Self-Belief and Self-Confidence, she also has a
wealth of experience in the art of optimal communication, leadership
and team building. And no two presentations or workshops are the
same because Kathryn will work with you to customize a presentation or program based on your specific needs and desired outcomes.

4.

You want substance and style, not just motivation.
While Kathryn’s clients say she’s incredibly inspirational and motivational, she’s not just a motivational speaker. Kathryn is fundamentally
a teacher/trainer/coach so she’s all about sharing easy to implement
tools and techniques that your participant can implement immediately
to become more confident, self driven and flexible in their approach to
solving problems and achieving their goals.

5.

You want to decrease your student drop out rates.
Happy, self engaged motivated students who believe in themselves
and understand exceptional results requires exceptional thinking and
behaviors to match will see a rise in your percentage of student graduation rates and improve your college or schools ratings.

6.

You want programs that work and last!
Kathryn doesn’t just deliver a program or presentation and then leave
the building. Woven into any any package is ongoing support to ensure
success implementing new found skills and managing inevitable obstacles and road blocks on the way to your students achieving their goals.

7.

You want superior, science based information to educate your
students.
Aside from sharing stories, humor and music to engage your students,
everything Kathryn does is scientifically based with research to back it up.

8.

You want more than just a speaker. Kathryn is a one stop shop to
empower your entire faculty.
Not only is Kathryn available to empower your students, she has a 100%
success rate in Exceptional Performance Coaching sporting teams and
individual athletes to bond and achieve goals beyond their wildest
dreams.

9.

You want to work with a professional who makes your life easy.
Every client that has ever hired Kathryn say that she’s a joy to work with.
From the planning/needs analysis stage, to delivering the content, to
follow up and support after the event, they ALL rave about how easy
she is to work with to ensure she achieves your desired outcomes.

10.

You want a speaker who walks her talk.
Everyone that meets Kathryn knows she’s the real deal. She practices
what she preaches and everyone who’s had the pleasure of working with
her becomes a raving fan of not only her and her work, but themselves.

Book Kathryn Orford to Empower Your Youth
Call: 424 533 3136 or kathryn@kathrynorford.com

YOUTH BIO
Kathryn has spent the majority of her adult life empowering young
people to believe in themselves and make their dreams a reality.
Initially in her highly successful school of performing arts, as well as
her self esteem and life skills program called “all of me” for 9-12 yr
olds and teenagers.
And for the last 13 years as an Exceptional Performance Coach,
Workshop Facilitator and Professional Speaker.
Nothing lights Kathryn up more than hearing from one of her former
students, workshop participants or audience members about the
positive impact she’s had on them, and how they’re implementing
what Kathryn taught them and making their dreams a reality.
Kathryn has trained with the world's leading experts in Self-Esteem, Self-Belief, and Human Potential. Kathryn draws on her own
life experiences including re-building her life after feeling suicidal, to
inspire young people to embrace the road blocks/disappointments/setbacks that are inevitable as you pursue excellence in your
life.
Kathryn is the author of several books including her #1 Best Selling
Book ~ "Become your #1 Fan ~ How to Silence Your Inner Critic and
Live the Life of your Dreams.” And has been interviewed on every
major TV network across the US.

